FOUR WHEEL LUXURY SCOOTERS

Beverly Hills

Stars N Stripes Scooters
Stars N Stripes Scooters provides high-quality, dependable, easy-to-use
and elegant power-driven vehicles that help people of all ages get the most
out of life.
These luxury scooters have already proven their superiority in Europe, where
they quickly reached the top market position. Now Stars N Stripes Scooters
has enhanced and improved this already best-selling product line, elevating
it for the standards of our American clientele.
Stars N Stripes Scooters is a proud subsidiary of KYMCO, winner of the
internationally prestigious Red Dot design award and one of the world’s
largest manufacturers of scooters, motorcycles and ATVs. In addition to
manufacturing and marketing its own product lines, KYMCO also supplies
engines and vehicles to BMW, Kawasaki and other renowned brands.

3 Luxury Models

Lite

Deluxe

Superior

Remarkable quality, safety and
luxury that quickly disassembles
for easy transport.

Outstanding luxury, safety
and performance that
moves you in style.

Exceptional performance
and comfort that goes
beyond your expectations.

Stars N Stripes Scooters
Superior Construction – Made to meet the higher standards of the sports vehicle
industry, by the only scooter manufacturer that also makes motorcycles and ATVs.
From the four wheel adjustable suspension on our Deluxe and Superior models to
the beautifully quilted seats and long-lasting Yuasa batteries on all models, only
the best parts and materials are used.
Superior Design – Designed with stylish looks and numerous adjustable parts, to
give you an exceptionally smooth, comfortable and luxurious ride.
Superior Safety – Count on a broad range of safety features, from anti-tippers
and rear view mirrors to powerful LED lights, an adjustable steering column and
more.
Superior Service – Consumers who live near our many locations can enjoy in-home
test drives and free “white glove” delivery that includes assembly, inspection and
driving instructions upon delivery. Plus, purchasing direct from the manufacturer
gives you greater peace of mind because you get high quality, dependable Stars
N Stripes original parts and greater technical know-how.
Superior Warranty – Stars N Stripes Scooters stands behind its products with
the best warranty in the industry. Please check our warranty policy online at
www.SNSscooters.com

Enjoy Driving a Luxury Scooter
Whichever models you choose, you’ll be driving the most attractive, well
made and luxurious scooter on the market. Of course, many people prefer to
have two scooters…the Lite model for travel, and either the Deluxe model or
the Superior model for when they’re closer to home.

Lite

Deluxe

Superior

Exclusive Details
SHIELD | A shield that defines the brand: elegant, secure, functional.

The front panel provides a level of security never before offered.

INTERIOR Located behind the shield, this basket securely stows your
BASKET personal belongings, allowing safe and easy access at any time.

CHAIR The level of comfort and style provided by Strars N Stripes

Scooters line is unmatched by any competitor. The sleek
quilted pattern not only contributes to the scooter’s elegance,
it adds an extra level of cushioned comfort. With over 300
possible positions, you are guaranteed to achieve your
personal preferred setting.

Motor

Controller

Stars N Stripes Scooters’ motor
is made by UQM Technologies, a
developer and manufacturer of
high-efficiency electric motors
for the automotive and military
markets.

Stars N Stripes Scooters line
of products uses controllers
manufactured by Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, a multi-national
provider of highly engineered,
technologically advanced products
and services.

Lite Model
Remarkable quality, safety and
luxury that quickly disassembles
for easy transport.
When you want to get in a car to go to
an outing, social event, shopping trip,
appointment or vacation, the Lite model is
just what you need. With Lite you’ll have a
scooter that quickly disassembles into 4
parts to easily fit into almost any size car.
It’s a perfect combination of style and
functionality that makes getting out and
about luxurious and easy, so you can
comfortably go anywhere. Travel in style –
Travel Lite!

Lite Model

Unique Shield

Inside Front Basket

Seat/Armrest

The attractive, secure and
functional front panel provides
unparalleled privacy and shields
you from oncoming winds.

Located behind the shield, this
basket securely stows your personal
belongings, allowing safe and easy
access at any time.

The quilted diamond pattern on
the adjustable seat adds to the
scooter’s comfort and elegance.

Lite Model

Front & Back LED Lights

Delta Handles/Rearview Mirror

Battery/Range

Powerful California Energy
Commission (CEC) Certified LED
system lights up the path but
conserves battery power for driving.

Easily steer from the hand and wrist
position that works best for you,
while getting a view of the situation
behind you.

With the Japanese-made
Yuasa 12V battery you’ll be
able to drive up to 16 miles
on a single charge.
Lite Model

Deluxe Model
Outstanding luxury, safety and
performance that moves you in
style.
From its unique privacy shield to its
attractive seat and eye-catching design,
the Deluxe model meets your high
standards for looks and style. In addition to
the luxury features found on the Lite model
– including the unique front shield, inside
front basket, adjustable seat and delta
handles – the Deluxe also provides many
additional high-performance features.
You get an easy-to-drive scooter that can
go up to 25 miles on a single charge, and
a safe, smooth and very comfortable ride.

High/Low Speed Toggle
Pre-set your maximum speed to ensure you’ll
travel at a comfortable pace.

Hydraulic Adjustable Steering
Column /Tiller
Easily adjust the steering column (also known as a
“tiller”) to the most comfortable position for you.
Deluxe & Superior Model

Dual Rearview Mirror
Two fully 360° adjustable
rearview mirrors give you wide
coverage while adding to the
safety and ease of your ride.
Deluxe & Superior Model

Four Wheel Individually Adjustable
Suspension System
Cushions the bumps and vibrations to
provide comfort and an exceptionally
smooth ride.

Anti Tippers
Challenge inclines with
confidence. Anti-tipper wheels
add safety and security for a
variety of terrains.

Control Panel

Auxiliary Hand Brake

Copy Needed.

Quick stop? No problem. The scooter includes
motor electromagnetic brakes for easy
operation and a hand brake for added safety.
Deluxe & Superior Model

Front, Rear, Signal & Hazard Lights

Battery/Range

Bright CEC-Certified LED lights provide
excellent visibility for your night-time journeys,
while using very little battery power.

With the Japanese-made Yuasa 12V
battery you’ll be able to drive up to 25
miles on a single charge.

Deluxe & Superior Model

Seat Belt

Fully Adjustable Seat

Stable seating lets you ride safely across
various terrains, while the seat belt
keeps you comfortably positioned in
your luxury chair.

The headrest, armrests and back
rest are fully adjustable and the
swivel seat locks in 8 separate
positions.
Deluxe & Superior Model

Superior Model
Exceptional performance and
comfort that goes beyond your
expectations.
The Superior Model is designed for
those who want more. Superior has all
of the elegance, high-end features and
exceptional quality of the Deluxe Model,
plus more power, more capacity and
the ability to go 40% further on a single
charge.

Superior

Deluxe

Lite

13” Pneumatic Tires

11” Pneumatic Tires

9” Solid Tires

12° maximum incline angle

10° maximum incline angle

8° maximum incline angle

up to 35 miles
Per-charge run distance

up to 25 miles
Per-charge run distance

up to 16 miles
Per-charge run distance

Two 12V *80 Ah

Two 12V *50 Ah

Two 12V *22 Ah

Batteries

Batteries

Batteries

440 lbs

352 lbs

280 lbs

maximum passenger weight capacity

maximum passenger weight capacity

maximum passenger weight capacity

Lite Model Specifications

available colors

Deluxe Model Specifications

available colors

Superior Model Specifications

available colors

Lite

Deluxe

Superior

Rear View Mirror

Single

Double

Double

Max. Per-Charge Run Distance

16 mi

25 mi

35 mi

Tire Type

Solid

Pneumatic

Pneumatic

Front Light
Rear Lights
Adjustable Armrests
Anti Tippers
Delta Handle
Rear Wheel Drive

Suspension
Headrest
Chair Recliner
Easily Disassembles

Corporate Office
433 N Camden Dr, #600
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Beverly Hills Flagship Store
9899 S Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Torrance Location
19140 Van Ness Avenue
Torrance, CA 90504

STARS N STRIPES SCOOTERS • (800) 767-9377 • www.SNSscooters.com

